
After many and intensive discussions whether the postponed Aloha Cares tournament should take place on 
November 7th this year or not, we have come to the conclusion that a cancellation is the right decision. We 
hope to be able to organize a tournament next year that comes close to the quality of the last one. We very 
much hope for your understanding! 

Due to the pandemic situation we are sad to inform you that the work on site in La Campana has become 
more intensive. As 2 of the volunteers are people of high risk and not available to do their work, Cristina 
decided to assist them every Monday with the distribution of the food and other matters. The people are very 
thankful to receive some help in these difficult times. 
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ALOHA CARES

Our focus is on families with children to give them 
a glimmer of hope for their future. Joachim is also 
working tirelessly to collect donations from local 
companies - here too we can report that our finances 
are still in reasonable shape. (See our ALOHA 
CARES blue Guide).

A special thank you for your support:

- To Ilse Jodts (Ilse Jodts Legal & Taxes S.L) for giving us 6 computers, which we have given to families 
with children so they are able to do their telematic homework.

- To LA SALA - G&T Bar on the last Mixed Scramble that raised 515€ which were topped by generous Ian 
Radford with another 100€.

- To Hanne Flou-Jensen who gave us two bags of new clothes to distribute among the families.

You cannot imagine how great all this help is!

Our heartfelt thanks go once again to all the supporters. 
You have made ALOHA CARES what it is now: 

a help for those who were not so favored in life.

 Heinz & Lilo Goesswein          Cristina & Joachim von Kyaw

P.S.: In case you want to contact us to learn more about ALOHA CARES please send an email to 
alohacares@clubdegolfaloha.com. We will come back to you asap.
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